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Abstract t 

Thee development of immunological memory is a unique property of the adaptive 
immunee system. Until recently most studies on the induction of virus-specific 
memoryy CD8+ T cells have been performed in mice models of acute infection. 
Basedd on these studies certain properties have been attributed to memory CD8+ T 
cellss concerning their responsiveness to antigenic stimulation and their ability to 
survive.. However, many relevant human viruses are persistent and reach a latency 
stagee in which there is equilibrium between the virus and the host immune 
system. . 
Analysiss of virus-specific CD8+ T cells responding to persistent viruses has now 
shownn that these cells contrast in many aspects to the classical memory cells 
specificc for cleared viruses, which may be explained by the different tasks that 
havee to be fulfilled. Whereas memory CD8+ T cells specific for cleared viruses only 
needd to become activated upon reinfection with the same virus, CD8+ T cells 
specificc for persistent viruses continuously have to keep the virus under control 
inn the latency stage. In addition, they have to adapt to possible changes in the 
immunocompetencee of the host (e.g. during aging or start of immunosuppressive 
therapy). . 
Wee here review the recently described differences in induction and maintenance 
off memory CD8+ T cells recognizing cleared versus persistent viruses both in 
humann and in mice. We also discuss whether CD8+ T cells specific for persistent 
virusess can actually be categorized as memory cells or should be considered 
"vigilantt resting effector cells". 

Persistentt viruses are prevalent in human and mice 
Persistentt viruses are not cleared by the immune system, like after infection with an 
acutee virus, but instead a balance is formed between the host immune system and the 
virus.. Hereafter we will use the terms acute or cleared versus persistent, chronic or 
latentt to refer to viruses that are eliminated by the immune system or persist in the host 
respectively.. Although many cells play a role in keeping persistent viruses under control, 
inn this review we will focus on the role of CD8+ memory T cells. Whereas memory CD8+ 

TT cells that arise after recovery of infection with an acute virus have to protect the host 
fromm secondary infections with the same pathogen, memory CD8+ T cells specific for 
persistentt viruses continuously have to prevent reactivation of the latent virus. In 
humans,, such long-term control by CD8+ T cells has been studied after infection with 
cytomegaloviruss (CMV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C 
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viruss (HCV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). In healthy individuals, CMV and 
EBVV are apparently well controlled, as appears from the typical absence of signs of 
infection.. This changes when the immune system becomes compromised, i.e. after 
bone-marroww transplantation, solid organ transplantation or in HIV patients. Then, the 
equilibriumm between the virus and the host immune system is disturbed and the virus can 
easilyy reactivate and cause serious secondary illness. 
Persistentt viruses like described above differ in the type of persistence they establish in 
thee host. EBV is a virus that becomes latent and reactivates only periodically resulting in 
limitedd T cell stimulation. Other viruses, like CMV, cause a more smoldering infection 
withh ongoing low-level viral replication. T cells specific for CMV will thus frequently be 
activatedd by antigen. Infection with HIV, HCV or HBV leads to viremia and persisting 
high-levelss of viral replication resulting in continuous T cell stimulation. Acute infections 
withh HIV, HBV and HCV are more frequently associated with clinical problems. This 
mightt be caused by the high ability of those viruses to mutate and escape T cell control 
whereass EBV and CMV are genetically stable viruses. 
Micee models are useful to study viral infections because they allow a more extensive 
analysiss of immune responses than is possible in man. Especially, analysis of T cells in 
humanss is mostly restricted to the peripheral blood compartment, whereas in mice cells 
cann be retrieved from different organs. Concerning persistent viruses, murine y-
herpesviruss 68 (yHV68) infection is applied as a model for EBV infection. CMV is species 
specificc but still valuable information can be obtained from studies with murine CMV 
(MCMV).. Murine polyoma virus induces a similar low-level persistent viral infection. 
Lymphocyticc choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) is an interesting virus because different 
strainss are either cleared (LCMV Armstrong or LCMV-WE) or cause persistent infection 
(LCMVV clone 13, LCMV-T1b or LCMV-Docile), allowing direct comparison of T cell 
responsess to these different types of viruses. 

Thuss a wide variety of persisting viruses exists, both in human and in mice. These 
virusess differ in tropism, behavior during persistence, immunomodulatory capacity and 
geneticc stability. Still, as will become apparent later, the immune reaction to different 
persistingg viruses shows a considerable degree of similarity. 

Generall effects of persistent viruses on the host immune system 
Becausee of their persisting nature, control of latent viruses demands much attention of 
thee immune system. This is very evident in the case of the human herpes viruses, which 
willl reactivate and eventually cause disease, as soon as for whatever reason T cell 
immunityy wanes. Ass a consequence, infection with a persistent virus has a major impact 
onn the composition of the T cell pool. Especially infection with CMV exerts a profound 
effectt on both the total CD8+ and CD4+ T cell populations. Khan et al. described that 
CMV-latencyy led to a greater clonality of the T cell repertoire1. Several other studies 
showedd that mainly an expansion in far differentiated, resting cytotoxic T cells was 
inducedd in CMV-carriers2"4. A significant increase in CD8+ effector type T cells was only 
dependentt on infection with CMV and was not related to several other pathogens 
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studied,, not even to HIV56. Within the CD4+ T cell compartment, a population of cytotoxic 
CD288 T cells was present only in CMV-infected individuals and indeed partially 
respondedd to CMV-specific stimulation by either proliferation or cytokine production7. 
Whetherr all these cells are directly responsive to CMV itself or are somehow indirectly 
inducedd by CMV infection remains to be established. 
CMVV seems to be unique in its capacity to induce such prominent changes in the 
immunee system although a recent paper showed that also HCV infection had some 
influencee on the CD8+ T cell population8. The reason that CMV infection in particular 
inducess these adaptations of the immune system is largely unknown. A factor that could 
bee involved is that CMV is a virus with strong immune-evasive properties and during 
evolutionn there have been mutual adaptations between the virus and the human immune 
system910.. Therefore it can be imagined that the immune system has to put more effort 
inn the control of CMV compared to other viruses. Another reason could be the quite large 
reservoirr of CMV during the latency stage, as CMV establishes latency in cells of the 
myeloidd lineage and in endothelial cells which are both abundantly present. 
Consequently,, T cells will regularly come into contact with CMV-antigens, not only 
becausee the virus undergoes continuous low-level replication but also because of its 
abundantt spread in the body. 

Ann additional specific feature of CMV is that it impairs the response to other infections. In 
oldd age the numbers of EBV-specific cells have been shown to increase, but this does 
nott occur in CMV-seropositive donors11. We have recently shown that in CMV-
seronegativee renal transplant recipients the percentages of EBV-, FLU- and RSV-
specificc CD8+ T cells increased in time. In contrast, this rise did not occur in CMV-
seropositivee renal transplant patients (van Leeuwen et al., submitted). In our study, 
CMV-specificc cells increased in percentage after transplantation, which correlates with 
thee finding that also murine CMV-specific CD8+ T cells continuously accumulate over 
time12.. Data from the group of Welsh showed that a new infection caused permanent 
losss of pre-existing memory cells due to competition13. In view of the aforementioned 
data,, it is remarkable that memory T cell loss was more profound during persistent 
infectionn than after infection with a cleared virus, and was a continuously ongoing 
process14.. In humans with a primary CMV infection we similarly found that EBV-specific 
cellss decreased in percentage and absolute numbers as soon as CMV-specific cells 
appearedd in the circulation. Once the viral load became undetectable and numbers of 
CMV-specificc cells declined, the percentage of EBV-specific cells remained low although 
thee absolute number did return to the original value (van Leeuwen et al., submitted). The 
findingg that the number of EBV-specific T cells is compromised by CMV infection is 
interestingg in light of the observation that post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease 
(PTLD),, an EBV-associated disorder in transplant patients, occurs more often in patients 
undergoingg a primary CMV infection15. Altogether these observations imply that 
competitionn between memory cells, either for space or homeostatic cytokines, is taking 
place.. Apparently, the homeostasis of memory T cells is differentially regulated when 
cellss with different specificities enroll in the memory T cell pool. CD8+ T cells specific for 
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persistentt viruses seem to have an advantage in that situation, possibly because they 
aree frequently triggered by their specific antigen and thereby maintained in higher 
numbers. . 

Generationn of CD8+ memory T cells 
Thee development of memory CD8+ T cells in response to infection with acute viruses has 
extensivelyy been studied in mice (reviewed in 16). Upon activation by an antigen-
presentingg cell bearing the antigenic peptide, naive T cells differentiate and expand until 
aa large pool of effector cells is formed. These effector cells can eliminate virally infected 
cellss by means of their cytotoxic capacity. Once the virus is cleared, most effector cells 
diee and only 5-10% survives and develops into long-lived memory cells. Upon a 
secondaryy encounter with a virus the immune system will therefore be able to respond 
fasterr and more efficiently, thereby limiting cytopathic viral effects. Recently, expression 
off the IL-7Ra (CD127) was found to identify the memory precursor cells that survived the 
contractionn phase and all memory cells homogeneously expressed this receptor1718. 
Severall studies have suggested that the expansion and differentiation program of CD8+ 

TT cells specific for cleared viruses is already imprinted shortly after antigenic 
stimulation19"21.. Moreover, in a number of models it has been shown that CD4+ T cell 
helpp is required for the development and maintenance of a functional CD8+ memory T 
celll population that can mount a proper secondary response22"25. 

Analysiss of memory T cell generation in persistent viral infections has not widely been 
studied.. The initial response to a persistent virus is similar to that of an acute virus, with 
thee induction of a large pool of antigen-specific effector cells, which in time contracts to 
leavee a smaller memory population. However, CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses 
aree in many aspects very different in the memory phase when the virus persists at a 
towerr level. After clearance of a virus, the epitope hierarchy found during acute viral 
infectionn is conserved in the memory phase26. In chronic infections however, several 
studiess showed a shift in the immunodominance of CD8+ T cell epitopes in the memory 
phasee as compared to the acute phase. Epitopes that were subdominant during the 
acutee response were dominant during the memory phase and vice versa, completely 
changingg the hierarchy of T cell epitopes. This has been described for chronic LCMV 
infection27"299 and although many factors are involved in determining immunodominancy30, 
itt was shown that increasing the height of the viral load of a LCMV-strain that is cleared 
fromm the host, also induced significant changes in the epitope hierarchy of LCMV-specific 
CD8++ memory T cells29. Comparable skewing of the immunodominant epitopes was also 
describedd in persistent murine y-herpesvirus infection31, for persistent mouse hepatitis 
virus322 and for mouse polyoma virus33. Also in MCMV infection the ratio between CD8+ T 
cellss with different specificities changed, mainly because a few accumulated over time 
whereass others did not12. 

Differencess in frequencies of CD8+ T cells to dominant and subdominant epitopes were 
alsoo found in human EBV infection where the memory population was not a scaled down 
versionn of the primary response either34. Other longitudinal studies in humans on the 
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frequenciess of virus-specific CD8+ T cells recognizing different epitopes have not been 
performedd yet. This can be explained by the difficulty to trace primary viral infections in 
humanss and to the limitations in the available tetramers, which makes it hard to analyze 
CD8++ T cells with multiple specificities in the same donor. Another complicating factor 
occurss in HIV infection, where the high incidence of mutations in the virus affects the 
dominancee in the T cell response35. 
Forr the understanding of the development of memory T cells in persistent viral infections, 
itt is important to know why T cells with other specificities are more prominent in the 
persistencee phase than early after infection. An obvious explanation would be that during 
thee latency phase the viral antigens, and thus the epitopes that are presented to the T 
cells,, are different from those in the acute phase. Certainly, both the virus and the T cells 
aree faced with an altered situation compared to the acute response. The virus is not 
constantlyy replicating and infecting cells anymore, but only tries to maintain latency 
whereass the T cells adapt to their surveillance task. Also these changes could account 
forr the alterations in the composition of the oligoclonal T cell population in the phase of 
virall persistence. 

Functionn of memory CD8* T cells specific for persistent viruses 
Givenn that most studies on the functionality of memory CD8+ T cells were performed 
afterr clearance of an acute virus, the properties that were attributed to memory cells are 
alsoo derived from these studies. According to these criteria, memory CD8+ T cells should 
bee able to rapidly proliferate upon antigenic-stimulation and quickly produce cytokines 
likee IL-2 and IFN-y, chemokines like RANTES and cytotoxic effector molecules like 
perforinn and granzyme B26;36"38. Consequently, in the memory phase after the virus has 
beenn cleared there is excellent concordance between the number of antigen-specific 
cellss measured by MHC-tetramers and the number measured by intracellular cytokine 
staining26.. Although memory T cells showed poor in vitro killing as measured by 51Cr-
releasee assays36, in vivo they were able to directly eliminate target cells, only slightly 
slowerr than effector cells during the acute response39. 
Dataa from murine studies indicated that chronic viral infection could induce functional 
impairmentt (exhaustion) or even physical deletion of memory CD8+ T cells specific for 
persistentt viruses (reviewed in 40). Direct comparison of memory CD8+ T cells specific for 
acutee or persistent LCMV strains indeed revealed that in chronically infected mice 
memoryy T cells lost functionality. Concerning cytokine secretion, memory cells specific 
forr persistent viruses produced less IFN-y, TNF-a and ||_-228:29;41;42. Also the ability to lyse 
targett cells in vitro was less in memory cells during persistent LCMV infection28, although 
efficientt in vivo killing is reported for polyoma-specific memory T cells43. Interestingly, the 
functionall impairment of LCMV-specific memory CD8+ T cells occurred in a hierarchical 
fashionn during chronic infection. The production of IL-2 and the cytotoxic capacity were 
firstt compromised followed by the ability to secrete TNF-a. Production of IFN-y was most 
resistantt to the functional exhaustion2842. The amount of antigen present seemed to be 
thee reason for this loss of function since a strong correlation was found between viral 
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loadd and the level of exhaustion. This was in line with the finding that viruses expressing 
excessivee epitope levels induced reduced numbers of IFN-y-producing memory cells 
comparedd to viruses with lower epitope expression44. Another hallmark of memory T 
cellss is fast division upon secondary antigenic stimulation. Remarkably, in memory cells 
derivedd from persistently infected mice also proliferation upon in vitro stimulation with 
peptidee elicited a reduced response compared to memory cells from mice infected with 
ann acute, cleared virus41. 

Fromm murine studies it appeared that the exhaustion of the memory T cells was directly 
correlatedd with the height of the viral load. Likewise, in humans, functional exhaustion of 
memoryy CD8+ T cells has been described in infection with HIV and HCV, which show 
highh viral replication and consequently high viral loads in peripheral blood, even in the 
chronicc phase. In HIV infection, CD8+ T cells were impaired in function45"47 and 
dysfunctionn of HCV-specific memory cells was also reported4849. The same hierarchical 
orderr in the functional impairment found in murine memory T cells seems to exist in 
humann memory T cells since analysis of HIV-specific cells in a chronic phase of infection 
demonstratedd that cytotoxicity and TNF-a production were impaired whereas IFN-y could 
stilll be produced50. Noteworthy, for HIV infection it is still discussed whether the 
functionall defects of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells are the cause or the consequence of the 
ineffectivee viral control51. 

Thee amount of antigen is much lower in EBV and CMV infection where during latency in 
healthyy individuals the viral load is undetectable in peripheral blood. In these situations, 
thee memory T cells found, are still active and do not show exhaustion. Direct ex vivo 
cytotoxicityy has been shown for CMV-specific memory CD8+ T cells5253. Only in elderly 
individuals,, decreased production of IFN-y by EBV- and CMV-specific cells was found11. 
Withh regard to proliferation, in humans, it is not possible to directly compare T cells 
specificc for the same virus in acute and persistent form as with the LCMV strains. 
However,, in contrast to laboratory mice, humans usually have a history of multiple 
infectionss allowing a comparison between T cells specific for persistent viruses (e.g. 
CMV)) and cells responding to viruses that have been cleared (e.g. influenza (FLU)). This 
analysiss showed that proliferation upon stimulation with a specific peptide was similar for 
CMV-specificc cells and FLU-specific cells from the same donor54. 
Thus,, persistence of antigen does not always result in exhaustion of memory T cells, 
onlyy when viral loads are continuously high. Therefore, it would be erroneous to describe 
memoryy cells specific for persistent viruses as functionally incompetent in general. 
Especiallyy since for example in CMV and EBV infection, memory CD8+ T cells function 
properlyy in controlling the latent virus. 

Phenotypee of memory CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses 
Ann apparent difference in phenotype between memory cells specific for cleared viruses 
andd viruses that are maintained in the body is found in mouse models. Here, expression 
off the lymph node homing receptors CCR7 and CD62L and, more recently, IL-7Ra are 
mostt frequently used to define different subsets of memory T cells. Without elaborating 
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tooo much on the differences and the interrelationship between CCR7 CD62L" cells 
(effectorr memory) and CCR7+CD62L+ cells (central memory)1655, one can state that the 
latterr represent the memory cells that differentiate after clearance of a virus56. Although 
duringg acute infection the large majority of CD8+ T cells do not express IL-7Ra, all 
memoryy cells after acute infection express this receptor and therefore it is used as a 
markerr for memory cells1718. 

Memoryy CD8+ T cells in persistent viral infection do have a clearly different phenotype. In 
chronicc LCMV infection, only few memory CD8+ T cells re-expressed CD62L and 
CCR729;41.. A recent report, using infection with an LCMV-strain that is cleared, described 
thatt whereas at high naïve T cell precursor frequencies a population of CCR7 CD62L 
memoryy CD8+ T cells reverted to CCR7+CD62L+, this was not the case when started with 
loww precursor frequencies57. Considering that with low precursor frequencies there would 
bee more antigen available per T cell, this would resemble a persistent infection as also 
theree the chances of antigen-encounter are high and more memory cells remain 
deprivedd of CCR7 and CD62L re-expression. In addition to the low expression of CCR7 
andd CD62L, expression of the memory cell marker IL-7Ra was much lower in 
persistentlyy infected mice, as compared to the expression on all memory cells after 
clearancee of an acute virus415859. 
Mostt studies on memory T cells in humans have been performed in individuals without 
acutee infection who have various memory cells for both eliminated and latent viruses 
(reviewedd in 6 0 ) . CD8+ T cells for human viruses have been phenotypically characterized 
usingg different combinations of cell surface molecules. CD8+ T cells for viruses that are 
clearedd by the host such as influenza (FLU) and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) 
uniformlyy express both costimulatory molecules CD28 and CD27, differ in expression of 
thee chemokine receptor CCR7 and are CD45RA". As described in mice, human memory 
CD8++ T cells specific for acute viruses all express the IL^Ra546162. 
Analysiss of human CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses (reviewed in 63) revealed 
thatt these cells hardly ever express CCR7; only HCV-specific cells can be CCR7+. 
Concerningg the other surface molecules, there is a large heterogeneity between cells 
withh different viral specificities. HCV-specific cells usually express both CD28 and CD27, 
aree CD45RA" and are accordingly classified as early memory cells. CD8+ T cells 
recognizingg EBV can be found as early or intermediate memory cells because they cells 
lackk CD45RA, do express CD27 but differ in CD28 expression. Also CD8+ T cells 
specificc for HIV are mostly intermediate memory cells, usually CD28"CD27+. The virus-
specificc cells that are most differentiated are CMV-specific cells from which the majority 
cann be found as late memory cells, CCR7 CD28 CD27"CD45RA+ although CMV-specific 
cellss can also be found in other differentiation stages8:64"72. Interestingly, when FLU- and 
RSV-specificc cells derived from the human lung were investigated, these showed a 
decreasedd expression of CD28 and CD27 compared to cells with the same specificity in 
peripherall blood (de Bree et al., in press J. Exp. Med. 2005) This suggests that more 
frequentt encounter with their antigen at the site of infection, like the lung for respiratory 
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viruses,, changes the phenotype of CD8+ T cells specific for acute viruses such that they 
moree resemble CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses. 
Ass was shown in mice studies, also for human memory cells it seems that the height of 
thee viral load determines the phenotype of the memory CD8+ T cells. A higher number of 
CMV-specificc cells, which likely is the result of a higher antigenic load, correlated 
significantlyy with a more CD27 phenotype of these cells73. 
Expressionn of IL-7Ra has been analyzed on CMV-, EBV- and HIV-specific cells and in 
contrastt to memory cells specific for eliminated viruses, only part of the memory cells for 
persistentt viruses expressed this receptor long after primary infection5474. This implies 
thatt as long as antigen is present, IL-7Ra will not be re-expressed on memory T cells. 
Anotherr explanation could be that T cells specific for persistent viruses have received 
suchh prolonged TCR-stimulation that the down-regulation of IL-7Ra has become an 
irreversiblee differentiation event. This is in line with the finding that in renal transplant 
recipientss the maximum CMV viral load measured by PCR early after transplantation 
inverselyy correlated with the percentage of IL-7Ra+ CMV-specific cells at a late time 
point54. . 

Maintenancee of memory CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses 
Ann important characteristic of memory CD8+ T cells that remain after elimination of a 
viruss is that they survive for prolonged period devoid of contact with antigen7576. To 
maintainn a stable pool of memory T cells, extrinsic factors are required however, for 
survivall and homeostatic proliferation. The cytokines IL-7 and IL-15, both members from 
thee common y-chain family of cytokines have in this regard been identified as essential 
factors77"80.. The requirement for IL-7 is stressed by the finding that expression of the IL-
7Raa is selectively found on memory precursor cells and all memory cells after 
eliminationn of an acute virus highly express this receptor1718. 
Thee requirements for survival of memory CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses 
appearr to be different. First, the response to the homeostatic cytokines IL-7 and IL-15 is 
clearlyy less for memory cells specific for persistent viruses4154. This can be explained by 
thee fact that only part of the memory cells specific for persistent viruses express the IL-
7Raa and expression of the IL-15RJ} is also lower than on memory cells specific for 
clearedd viruses4154. Also experiments in IL-15_/" mice showed that memory CD8+ T cells 
specificc for persisting murine yHV68 did not depend on IL-15 for their maintenance81. 
Second,, after adoptive transfer of memory CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses 
intoo naive mice, these memory cells do not survive and/or proliferate in the absence of 
theirr specific antigen and, therefore, they were called antigen-addicted4181. The same 
wass found in murine models where treatment of chronically infected mice resulted not 
onlyy in clearance of the pathogen, but simultaneously in a decline in antigen-specific T 
cellss and loss of protective immunity82:83. In a normal situation however, T cells specific 
forr persistent viruses will regularly encounter their antigen. Yet, the conclusion will 
remainn that memory cells specific for persistent viruses probably depend on contact with 
antigenn for their maintenance. 
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Ann attractive consideration is that antigen-specific memory CD8+ T cells might also still 

developp during the persistence phase instead of only after the acute phase of infection. 

Supportt comes from experiments in which priming of epitope-specific CD8+ T cells in 

bonee marrow chimeric mice could be visualized during persistent viral infection33. This 

impliess that not all memory cells found late in infection have been maintained for a long 

periodd but some might have been induced somewhere along the period of persistent 

infection.. Interestingly, cells primed during the persistent phase of infection had higher 

CD62LL expression, which could be explained by a shorter contact with most likely lower 

levelss of antigen. 

Anotherr probably important factor in the maintenance of memory CD8+ T cells in 

persistentt infections is the CD4+ T cell help33. Their presence is known to be required for 

inductionn and maintenance of fully functional memory CD8+ T cells22"25 in models of 

infectionn with acute viruses. Their role in persistent infection was demonstrated in CD4 

'' mice infected with chronic LCMV, where absolutely no IL-7Ra+ CD8+ memory cells 

couldd be detected58. In humans, the emergence of peripheral blood CMV-specific CD4+ 

TT cells in symptomatic primary CMV infections was delayed compared to asymptomatic 

infection,, emphasizing their contribution to resolution of the acute phase of the 

infection52.. Also in vitro, human CMV-specific cells dramatically increased their 

proliferationn when helper-cell derived cytokines or activated CD4+ T cells themselves 

weree added to the culture53;71. 

Thus,, presumably, memory CD8+ T cells specific for persistent viruses require contact 

withh antigen and CD4+ T cell help for their maintenance. 

Regulationn of IL-7Ra expression by the presence of antigen 

Thee difference in expression of IL-7Ra between memory CD8+ T cells after clearance of 

ann acute virus or during persistent infection and the consequences for the importance of 

IL-77 for the survival of these cells, can be explained by the notion that IL-7Ra is down-

regulatedd upon TCR activation of the cell548485. After clearance of an acute virus, the 

memoryy T cells are not triggered by antigen anymore and re-express the IL-7Ra 

whereass in persistent infection the T cells continue to regularly encounter antigen. 

Indeed,, during a recall response after viral clearance, the levels of IL-7Ra on the 

memoryy T cells decreased again, showing that changes in expression of IL-7Ra reflect 

thee activation state of memory T cells58. That the ongoing TCR stimulation was 

responsiblee for the continued down-regulation of IL-7Ra could be confirmed by treating 

micee with peptides that were either short lived or persisted in vivo59. 

Alsoo in humans, the influence of the level of antigen was shown as the percentage of IL-

7Ra++ CMV-specific cells declined when the viral load increased during CMV-reactivation 

andd a higher maximum viral load inversely correlated with the percentage of IL-7Ra+ 

CMV-specificc cells54. In HIV patients, where high viral loads both for HIV and for other 

virusess are more common, the level of IL-7Ra expression on total CD8+ T cells is lower 

thann in healthy individuals. In line with a role for contact with antigen, the percentage of 

IL-7Ra++ CD8+ T cells reached normal levels when the antigenic load decreased after 
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successfull treatment : . These data lead to the assumption that the presence of 

antigenn down-regulates the receptor and thus decreases the dependency of memory 

CD8++ T cells on IL-7. 

Concludingg remarks 

Combined,, these data give rise to the hypothesis that for the maintenance of CD8+ T cell 

memoryy in persistent viral infections, cells need regular contact with their specific antigen 

inn combination with help-signals from CD4+ T cells. In contrast to memory cells 

developedd after clearance of an acute virus, there appears to be a minor role for IL-7 and 

likelyy also IL-15 in the maintenance of T cells specific for persistent viruses. 

Furthermore,, whether CD8+ T cells found during persistent infection can actually be 

namedd memory T cells, can be questioned. They do not have to "memorize" the specific 

antigenn because the virus is still present in the host and they continuously have to keep 

thee infection under control. This could also explain why these cells, concerning function, 

phenotypee and maintenance requirements, differ so much from the classical memory 

cellss that develop after acute infection when the virus is cleared. Because CD8+ T cells 

duringg persistent infection cannot retire as after infection with a cleared virus, but have to 

continuee to monitor the virus they appear to function as "vigilant resting effector cells". 
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